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Systematizing Decentralization and Privacy:
Lessons from 15 Years of Research and
Deployments
Abstract: Decentralized systems are a subset of dis-
tributed systems where multiple authorities control dif-
ferent components and no authority is fully trusted by
all. This implies that any component in a decentralized
system is potentially adversarial. We revise fifteen years
of research on decentralization and privacy, and provide
an overview of key systems, as well as key insights for
designers of future systems. We show that decentralized
designs can enhance privacy, integrity, and availability
but also require careful trade-offs in terms of system
complexity, properties provided, and degree of decen-
tralization. These trade-offs need to be understood and
navigated by designers. We argue that a combination
of insights from cryptography, distributed systems, and
mechanism design, aligned with the development of ad-
equate incentives, are necessary to build scalable and
successful privacy-preserving decentralized systems.
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1 Introduction: the Long Road
from 2001 to 2016

The successful adoption of decentralized systems such as
BitTorrent [24], Tor [57], and Bitcoin [112], and the rev-
elations of mass surveillance against centralized cloud
services [74], has contributed to the wide belief that de-
centralized architectures are beneficial to privacy. Yet,
there does not exist a foundational treatment or even
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an established common definition of decentralization.
In this paper we aim at defining decentralization and
systematizing the ways in which a system can be de-
centralized, and, by presenting the key design decisions
in decentralized systems, bring forth past lessons that
can inform a new generation of decentralized privacy-
enhancing technologies.

This is not the first time there has been a surge
of interest in decentralization. As Cory Doctorow noted
at the 2016 Decentralized Web Summit: “It’s like being
back at the O’Reilly P2P conference in 1999,” which
signaled a peak of interest around decentralized archi-
tectures at the turn of the millennium [118]. The ‘hype’
around decentralization was followed in the early 2000s
by research and deployment activity around decentral-
ized systems.

To some extent, decentralization was originally a
response to the threat of censorship. Perhaps the first
rallying cry for decentralization was the Eternity Ser-
vice [8]. Anderson created this system in response to the
success of the Church of Scientology at closing down the
anon.penet.fi remailer [77] “as a means of putting elec-
tronic documents beyond the censor’s grasp.” This moti-
vation of censorship resistance is clear in more modern
systems: Tor using a decentralized network of anony-
mous relays and a DHT-based hidden services nam-
ing infrastructure; Bitcoin emerging as a censorship-
resistant way to transfer funds to organizations like
Wikileaks after the centralized e-Gold [62] online cur-
rency had been shut down by the Department of Justice;
or BitTorrent succeeding as a peer-to-peer (P2P) file
sharing service using Mainline DHT [164] rather than
having a central indexing service like Napster that could
be subject to requests to keep track of file copying [6]. In
each of these cases, decentralization arose as a response
to the shutdown of a centralized authority, aiming to
remove that single natural point of failure.

Despite the millennial fervour for decentralization,
the 2000s witnessed the rise of massively distributed,
but not decentralized, data centers and systems as the
dominant technical paradigm embodied by the Cloud
computing capabilities offered by Google, Facebook, Mi-
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crosoft, and others. Eventually, users were diverted away
from software running locally on their machines, which
essentially is a form of decentralization, towards cloud
applications that enabled an unprecedented aggregation
of user data by the providers. Snowden’s revelations in
2013 on mass surveillance programs leveraging the cen-
tralized nature of these services gave credence to long-
standing privacy concerns brought about by the rise and
popularity of centralized services.

The desire to preserve privacy, liberty, and the au-
tonomous control of infrastructure and services have led
to a call to “re-decentralize” the Internet [128, 179]. As
a result, in the 2010s we are observing an upsurge of
alternatives to centralized infrastructures and services,
although most alternatives to Cloud-based applications
are still under development.

It is important for system designers to neither be
nostalgic about past systems nor fatalistic about future
ones. Today’s networking and computing environments
are vastly different from those in 2000: Smart-phones
have placed a powerful computer in people’s pockets;
users are usually connected to the Internet over fast con-
nections without time or bandwidth caps; clients, such
as web browsers, are now mature end-used platforms
with P2P communications enabled and cryptographic
capabilities; and mobile code, in the form of Javascript,
is ubiquitous.

Even though the design space for modern decentral-
ized systems is less restricted than in the past, funda-
mental challenges remain. Our key objective is to sup-
port future work on decentralized privacy systems by
systematizing the past 15 years of research, between
O’Reilly’s publication of “Peer-to-Peer: Harnessing the
Power of Disruptive Technologies” [118] in 2001, and
2016. We aim at highlighting key findings in classic de-
signs, and also the important problems faced by design-
ers of past systems, so as to inform the choices made by
engineers pursuing decentralization today.

2 Epistemology
Scope. There is a wide use of the term ‘decentralized’.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to discussing systems
that support privacy properties using decentralized ar-
chitectures. We draw a distinction between decentralized
and distributed architectures, as follows:
Distributed system: A system with multiple compo-
nents that have their behavior co-ordinated via message
passing. These components are usually spatially sepa-

rated and communicate using a network, and may be
managed by a single root of trust or authority. Distri-
bution is beneficial to support robustness against sin-
gle component failure, scalability beyond what a sin-
gle component could handle, high-availability and low-
latency under distributed loads, and ecological diver-
sity to prevent systemic failures. Developments led by
Google, ranging from BigTable [35] to MapReduce [49]
are good examples of distributed systems.
Decentralized system: A distributed system in which
multiple authorities control different components and no
single authority is fully trusted by all others.

Following Baran [13], systems are conceived of as
networks of interconnected components, where all the
components of a system form a graph, where the nodes
of the graph are the components and the edges the con-
nections between them (see Fig. 1). Due to this anal-
ogy with graphs, the terms “decentralized network” and
“decentralized system” tend to be used interchange-
ably. However, decentralized systems are not just net-
work topologies, but systems that exist to fulfill some
function or set of functions, otherwise called ‘opera-
tions.’ These operations are accomplished by passing
messages between a sender and a receiver node, with
other nodes serving as proxies to relay the message [91]
(right graph in Fig. 1). On the contrary, in centralized
systems messages and operations are orchestrated by a
central trusted authority (depicted as an orange circle
in the left graph in Fig. 1).

Centralized systems may be distributed, typically
for efficiency or scaling, but not for privacy, and so the
underlying components are fundamentally trusted. Only
external entities are considered adversarial. Widely de-
ployed systems such as Bitcoin, BitTorrent, and Tor are
on the other hand decentralized. Contrary to generic
distributed systems, in participating parties may choose
their relationships of trust autonomously, including the
case where there one may not trust any other compo-
nents. This has profound implications in terms of se-
curity and privacy: no single entity that can act as a
trusted computing base (TCB) [135] to enforce a global
security or privacy policy. Any internal component of
the system may be adversarial, in addition to external
parties, requiring defences in depth.

In terms of security and privacy we adopt the fol-
lowing broad definitions, that we make more detailed
at the corresponding section when the context requires
clarification or preciseness.
Security: We consider the security aspects of a system
to be those that encompass traditional information se-
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Centralized Decentralized

3.2 What is gained?
3.4 What is lost?

3.5 What is still 
centralized?

3.1 How is 
the system 
decentralized?

3.3 How is 
privacy 
supported?

Fig. 1. From centralized to decentralized systems

curity properties. This include of course confidentiality,
integrity, and authentication; but also less traditional
ones such as availability, accountability, authorization,
non-repudiation or non-equivocation.

Privacy: We consider the privacy aspects of a sys-
tem to be those related to the protection of users’ re-
lated data (identities, actions, etc.). This protection
is usually formalized in terms of privacy properties
(anonymity, pseudonymity, unlinkability, unobservabil-
ity) for which we follow the definitions by Pfitzmann
and Hansen [121]. These definitions are extended in the
privacy-oriented discussion in Section 3.3.

Methods & Model. To systematize knowledge in de-
centralized privacy-preserving systems we performed a
systematic literature review of all papers published in
the top 4 computer security conferences (IEEE S&P,
ACM CCS, Usenix Security, NDSS) as well as the spe-
cialized conferences (PETS, WPES and IEEE P2P) that
are proposing or analyzing decentralized systems with
privacy properties, from the years 2000 to 2016.

Our first analysis resulted in 165 papers (28 from
IEEE S&P, 56 from ACM CCS, 18 from Usenix Security,
11 from NDSS, 11 from PETS, 10 from WPES, and 31
from IEEE P2P). Finally the paper contains only 90 ref-
erences from these venues (13 from IEEE S&P, 32 from
ACM CCS, 10 from Usenix Security, 11 from NDSS, 9
from PETS, 6 from WPES, and 9 from IEEE P2P), 19
are well-known deployed systems that do not have an
associated peer-reviewed publication, and the rest come
from an additional pool of 30 conferences and work-
shops (among them FOCI, WEIS, NSDI, SIGCOMM,
SIGSAC, or CRYPTO). The selection was done on the
basis of highlighting design decisions that reflect a key
lesson worth of future reference.

Due to the vast amount of identified designs, by ne-
cessity we do not describe each system in detail, but
instead show how each system exemplifies a property or
design choice. We do, though, expand upon Tor, Bit-
Torrent, and Bitcoin as they are are heavily deployed
and have substantial academic analysis. As illustrated

in Figure 1, we study the pool of selected designs with
the intention to determine:
1. How is the system decentralized? (Section 3.1)
2. What advantages do we get from decentralizing?

(Section 3.2)
3. How does decentralization support privacy? (Sec-

tion 3.3)
4. What are the disadvantages of decentralizing? (Sec-

tion 3.4)
5. What implicit centralized assumptions remain?

(Section 3.5)
6. What can we learn from existing designs? (Sec-

tion 3.6)

Insights.
– The key difference between distributed systems and

decentralized systems is one of authority and trust
between components. Differences in architecture and
use of security and privacy controls stem from it.

– Decentralized systems embody a complex set of rela-
tionships of trust between parties managing different
aspects of the system. Untrusted insiders are com-
mon, and security controls must be deployed taking
into account adversaries within the system.

– In distributed, but not decentralized, systems the
existence of a single authority that provisions and
manages all components that are trusted enables the
use of simple security, many times based on dedi-
cated trusted components that act as roots of trust.

– In decentralized systems no single authority can pro-
vision a root of trust or trusted computing base,
making security mechanisms reliant on those (such
as central access control or traditional public key in-
frastructures) inapplicable.

3 Decentralization and Privacy
This section runs over the key questions we pose in the
previous sections with regards to the current state of
affairs in decentralized systems. Table 1 (page 417) pro-
vides a summary of the different design decisions and
the properties achieved as a result.

3.1 How Is Decentralization Achieved?

We review key architectural decisions: how to orches-
trate the infrastructure of the network, how to route
messages, and how to distribute trust between nodes.
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3.1.1 Infrastructure

A first key choice concerns the distribution of tasks
needed for maintaining a service within the system.
The provisioning of infrastructure impacts the design
in terms of trust and message routing.

User-based Infrastructure. Some decentralized sys-
tem consist solely of nodes that are users and there is
no additional infrastructure. They rely solely on users
to collectively contribute resources (bandwidth, storage)
in order to provide a service. The advantage of this de-
sign is that by nature it does not require a third-party
centralized authority. This user-based design can sup-
port services such as hosting of encrypted data, e.g. in
Freenet [41] and Cachet [117]. A disadvantage is that
user-based infrastructure may lead to poor performance
due to evolving into sparsely connected topologies, and
to “churn” caused by peers constantly joining and leav-
ing the network.

User-independent Infrastructure. Here, the func-
tions of the decentralized system are realized by nodes
that are not users. A set of third-parties that are not
necessarily trusted may provide all or part of the func-
tionality to users. This design pattern underlies clas-
sic open federated protocols such as SMTP [123] and
XMPP [9] based on a client-server model. The ad-
vantages of user-independent infrastructure include in-
creased availability of the service, a reduced attack sur-
face, and immunity to user churn. Servers do not nec-
essarily threaten user privacy. The Eternity Service [8],
as realized in systems like Tahoe-LAFS [139], combined
encryption with the use of several servers controlled
by different non-collaborating authorities for the pri-
vate storage and replication of files. Other examples of
systems that rely on user-independent infrastructure in-
clude DP5 [27] and Riposte [42] in terms of Private In-
formation Retrieval [39] or anonymous communication
systems like mix networks [36] or DC-nets [37].

Hybrid Systems. Functions may be shared between
users and nodes run by third-parties. An example is
Tor, where relays are mainly run by volunteers but Di-
rectory Authorities are operated by a closed ‘known’
group of servers. In terms of privacy and security, new
elements such as distributed ledgers decentralize tradi-
tionally centralized cryptographic protocols in these hy-
brid systems. For example, computations can be locally
and securely recorded to the blockchain with the sup-
port of multi-party computation protocols [189], even
without a trusted third party [10, 189], or using a small

number of stable entities to ensure reliability and low-
latency, as in the Sharemind MPC system [26].

3.1.2 Network Topology

When considering a decentralized system, there are two
distinct topologies. The first, network topology describes
the connections between nodes used to route traffic; and
the second, authority topology describes the power re-
lations between the nodes. Thus, the network routing
structure does not necessarily have to mirror how au-
thority is decentralized in a system, although it often
does. That can greatly affect the security and privacy
properties of the system [53]. It must be noted that com-
ponents of traditional network routing is done in a hier-
archical manner, including spanning tree protocols such
as in BGP [130] in the current Internet as well as ‘next
generation’ designs like SCION [186].

Mesh. Mesh topologies are unstructured. Nodes can
route messages to every other node they are con-
nected with. One advantage is that mesh networks func-
tion in settings with no stable connections to other
nodes to guarantee service in the presence of massive
churn and changing connectivity, such as in mobile ad-
hoc networking and file sharing in early versions of
Gnutella [73]. A particularly popular communication
means in mesh topologies [112] are gossip protocols. In
gossiping, as opposed to flooding, a random subset of
the nodes in the network are chosen to receive the mes-
sages. These nodes then continue to broadcast the mes-
sage via another independently selected random subset
of the network to relay messages. The reliability of mes-
sage delivery under load is questionable and information
propagation experiences delays. Historically mesh net-
working does not preserve user privacy of their users,
but recent secure messaging systems such as Briar [28]
use this topology to remain functional during Internet
blackouts.

Distributed Hash Tables (DHT). DHTs are network
topologies where each node maintains a small routing
table of its neighbours, and messages are passed greed-
ily to known nodes that are ‘closer’ to the intended re-
cipient. Although efficient and decentralized, DHTs do
not by themselves provide strong security, privacy and
anonymity properties. While decentralized, DHTs are
not secure and privacy-preserving by default: Tran et
al. [153] show that low latency anonymity systems based
on DHTs such as Salsa [113] are vulnerable to having
large amounts of traffic captured by adversaries control-
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ling a fraction of the relays. DHT nodes may, however,
be grouped into byzantine quorums to defeat adversaries
that control a minority of nodes [180].

Super-nodes. Super-nodes are nodes that are endowed
with more, and contribute more, resources to the sys-
tem. This may be in terms of computation power, stor-
age, or network connectivity, stability and up time. In
terms of routing, such super-nodes may be used to me-
diate operations requiring higher network throughput.
They can be arranged in structured topologies, designed
to leverage them; or they may emerge naturally in un-
structured topologies, as a result of some nodes commit-
ting more resources. Most P2P systems such as BitTor-
rent eventually rely on super-nodes [50]. These super-
nodes have serious implications on availability and in-
tegrity, as they may become targets for attack, and pri-
vacy, as they mediate, and are in a privileged position
to observe, a larger fraction of activities.

Stratified. Some of the more complex decentralized
systems use a stratified design where nodes have spe-
cialized roles in terms of routing, or other functions. A
paradigmatic example is the Tor network. Tor users au-
tonomously form circuits from an open-ended set of Tor
relays, in layers of entry guards, middle nodes and exit
nodes. A high-integrity global list of these relays is main-
tained through consensus by a closed group of special-
ized Directory Authorities. Simultaneously, Tor hidden
services are resolved through a Hidden Service Direc-
tory maintained by a simple DHT topology. We note
that, on some level, Tor has also evolved to use super-
nodes on its topology and the distribution of traffic sent
through Tor relays is far from uniform [84]. Cascades,
are a particular case of Stratified topologies in anony-
mous communications, in which paths are pre-defined.
The advantages and disadvantages of such choice as op-
posed to free routes has been discussed in [52].

3.1.3 Authority

We now consider the relation among nodes in terms of
authority and describe mechanisms to mitigate the po-
tentially effects of power disparity that could potentially
harm the security and privacy of users.

Ad-hoc: Nodes Interact Directly. In ad-hoc there
is no relationship of authority among nodes. Nodes di-
rectly interact with each other without the participation
of other nodes, and they do so for the benefit of the
involved parties only. In terms of routing, ad-hoc re-

quires a mesh topology where nodes do not carry traffic
for other nodes. However, note that mesh topologies do
not always have a ad-hoc (lack of) authority relations,
such as routing based on gossip. An example of this
type of system would be point-to-point communication
in Briar [28]. For purposes of privacy, direct interaction
bypasses possibly compromised nodes, but not network
adversaries. As for confidentiality, communications can
be encrypted between the two nodes, and can be ex-
tended to group communication using group key agree-
ment protocols [138].

P2P: Nodes Assist Other Nodes. P2P designs have
no central authority. Unlike ad-hoc interaction, nodes
provide services and resources to other nodes, such as
routing messages or storing blocks of data. Nodes have
equal authority and so each node may equally compel
any other node, although services and resources are usu-
ally provided according to their capacity. In other words,
P2P systems self-organize and all nodes are responsible
for carrying out operations for all other nodes, rather
than having any pre-configured special position of au-
thority. Since nodes are not motivated by authority to
help each other, mechanisms should instead be in place
to provide ‘incentives’ for collaborative behaviour.

There are clear advantages for the security and
privacy properties in P2P systems. Information about
peers is not centralized and interaction typically remains
local to a few nodes, so it is difficult for an adversary
to obtain a global view of the system. Yet, relying on
peers for functionality poses an additional threat to pri-
vacy, since requests may be served by adversarial nodes.
These nodes can passively collect information on other
nodes or they may actively disrupt the integrity of op-
erations by forging messages or replay attacks that are
hard to detect. Furthermore, since P2P systems are usu-
ally open, without any admissions control, adversaries
may purposely inject a large number of Sybil nodes, to
increase their chances of a successful attack [59]. P2P
systems are not a silver bullet for decentralization: there
is no clear and definite solution to Sybil attacks in P2P
networks, although such an attack can be mitigated us-
ing reputation [43] or trust [83].

Social-based: Nodes Assist Friends. These designs
take advantage of pre-existing decentralized relation-
ships, such as “friendship”. In terms of applicability
of security mechanisms this approach maintains most
advantages of a P2P system. It is less vulnerable to
Sybil attacks as adversarial nodes can be excluded from
participating in the network or may be easier to de-
tect [47], as it is harder to infiltrate a social network
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than a network. The downside is that, without cover
traffic, a global passive adversary can discover the un-
derlying social graph by monitoring network commu-
nications and violate privacy properties such as unob-
servability and unlinkability. This in turn may lead to
user deanonymization [114], and techniques such as per-
turbation of the underlying graph may not be robust
enough to prevent this [107].

A number of systems implement social-based com-
munication to resist Sybil attacks. For instance Drac [44]
and Pisces [108] use social-networks to support routing
of messages. X-Vine [105] is a mechanism that, applied
to distributed hash tables, helps resisting denial of ser-
vice via Sybil attacks at the cost of higher latency. Tri-
bler [124] uses social-based trust relations to improve
performance that exploits similarity to improve perfor-
mance, content discovery, and downloading in file shar-
ing; or Nasir et al.’s socially-aware DHT [116], which
reduce latency and improve the reliability of the com-
munication.

Federated: Providers Assist Users. In federated de-
signs, users are associated to provider nodes, which they
trust and that act as authorities. Each provider is re-
sponsible only for its own users but collaborates with
other providers in order to provide a service. No single
provider has authority over other providers, and thus
there is a “federation” of providers. Federated author-
ities typically use user-independent infrastructure and
act as a super-node in terms of routing. This combina-
tion of design choices leads typically to high availability
as long as the provider is accessible and not compro-
mised, but the provider is a central point of attack to
violate security properties and the provider itself can
violate the privacy of nodes. The primary weakness of
federated systems is the assumption that federated ser-
vice providers largely act honestly. Some techniques can
relax strong trust assumptions in the provider. End-to-
end encryption can maintain confidentiality [145] using
providers. Computation can be obscured using secret
sharing [133] or differential privacy-based solutions [3].

Accountability: Transparency Assists Users.
Transparency can be used to make an authority ac-
countable in order to establish trust. It promotes in-
tegrity of operations by monitoring the correct behavior
of nodes, e.g. a transparent log of a provider’s opera-
tions in a federated system audited by users or other
providers acting in lieu of their associated users. The
nature of this auditor’s authority is very different from
the aforementioned previous types of authority relations
and critically relies on the non-collusion of the audi-

tor and the audited authority, e.g., Bitcoin consensus
over its blockchain using proof-of-work. Other alterna-
tives, such as Certificate Transparency [92], rely on a
set of services and auditors to keep track of X.509 cer-
tificates and quickly detect potentially rogue or hacked
certificate authorities. Similarly, electronic election pro-
tocols [75] achieve robustness through proofs of correct
shuffling of votes, e.g., Helios [1]. Yet naïve designs of
audit logs may violate the privacy of decentralized nodes
by learning too much information.

While decentralized accountability can have clear
advantages regarding integrity, there are difficulties in
maintaining privacy in any distributed log. This disad-
vantage can nevertheless be reduced as shown by Ze-
rocash [18], which uses zero-knowledge proofs in order
to maintain unlinkability in auditing relationships; or
CONIKS [101], that shows that auditing the consistency
of a name-key binding through time enables verification
of user public keys by the end users collectively and by
other providers, while concealing the identities and the
number of users at each provider using Verified Random
Functions.

Insights.
– Decentralization encompasses a large space of de-

signs from decentralized ad-hoc mesh to federated
super-node networks, not just peer-to-peer. These
offer a variety of privacy and systems (e.g., avail-
ability, or reliability) properties. Developer instincts
may often be incorrect in terms of their trade off.

– Despite being separate parts of the design, the net-
work topology in decentralized systems often mirrors
the authorities’ trust relationships. However, a strict
mapping between authority, infrastructure and net-
working topology is not necessary, and may come at
the cost of harming privacy or availability.

– Centralization in terms of federated and super-nodes
leads to better availability and system performance.
However, it introduces single points of failure that
impact availability and privacy. P2P models are by
design more resilient to unstable routing and com-
promises, but entail higher engineering complexity.

– All networking topologies suffer under node churn,
and pure P2P topologies must effectively address this
effectively to be applicable at all.

– Decentralization does not imply the absence of any
infrastructure. However, the infrastructure itself
needs to be decentralized by being provided by a plu-
rality of authorities. Such infrastructure may en-
hance performance by offering super-nodes or dedi-
cated high-availability operations.
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– De-facto super nodes may emerge naturally in de-
centralized designs, as a result of different node ca-
pabilities, and efficiency in centralizing certain op-
erations. If this occurs outside the context of careful
design, those super nodes become a single point of
failure, and may lead to de facto re-centralization.

– Lack of relationships of authority imply that nodes
must be willing to provide services to each other on
a different basis. Designers of decentralized systems
must carefully engineer such incentives, to ensure
that natural (non adversarial) selfishness does not
lead to dysfunction. Monetary incentives, reputa-
tion, and reciprocity can be the basis of such incen-
tives – but off the shelf such mechanisms are often
central points of failure.

3.2 The Advantages of Decentralization

In this section we discuss a number of perceived in-
trinsic architectural advantages to decentralized designs
that make them appealing compared to their centralized
counterparts.

3.2.1 Flexible Trust Models

An intrinsic advantage of decentralized architectures re-
lates to the existence of multiple independent authori-
ties. These create a distributed trusted computing base
that ensures that a subset of rogue nodes, at least up
to a certain threshold, cannot compromise the overall
security properties of the whole system.

Distributed Trust. Decentralized systems leverage
multiple independent authorities into a security assump-
tion: for example, all forms of threshold cryptogra-
phy [141] assure that if some fraction of participants
are honest, some security property can be guaranteed.
This principle can also be applied to secure multi-party
computation, distributed key generation, public ran-
domness and threshold-based decryption, and signing.
One such privacy system is Vanish [72] that guarantees
deletion after a pre-set expiry date. It illustrates how
a multi-authority system implements properties other-
wise impossible, or implausible, to when implemented
by a single entity. However, the system was in practice
defeated by a Sybil attack that the security properties
of its DHT did not take into account [172]. Reliance on
multiple authorities to regain a degree of privacy has

also been proposed for commercial cloud storage in case
some providers are dishonest [146].

No Natural Central Authority. In some settings
there exists no central authority and thus a decentral-
ized architecture is a natural choice. This setting has
been traditionally studied in the contexts of decentral-
ized access control, as in TAOS [171] and SDSI [64], and
‘trust management’, such as Keynote [25]. In such sys-
tems a set of distributed principals make claims about
users and each other, and those claims need to be assem-
bled and used to resolve access control decisions. Bauer
et al. [15] show that the task of resolving access control
decisions in a decentralized setting is faster than doing
so centrally.

Leveraging Existing Trust Networks. In some cases
a decentralized infrastructure embeds or expresses a pre-
existing set of trust relationships that a system may
reuse to support security properties. Systems may use
the underlying social trust structure to build overlay
privacy-friendly social network services, as surveyed by
Paul et al. [120]. As an example, the Frientegrity sys-
tem [68] provides a social network platform using un-
trusted providers seeing only encrypted data, where
users can exchange information with ‘friends’ protected
by cryptographic access control. This use of encryp-
tion to defend against the providers themselves is not
the case for systems like Diaspora [19], an open-source
project that takes a different approach: users connect to
a provider they trust – that gains full visibility of their
activity – and delegate the access control on the content
they share with their social circles to that provider.

3.2.2 Distributed Allocation of Resources Assists with
Ease of Deployment

A central premise of P2P networks is that nodes con-
tribute spare resources, and doing away with a central
authority that is forced to bear the full costs (such as
Google’s server costs). This reduces costs and helps ease
deployment by spreading these demands amongst multi-
ple parties. Costs are lowered as spare capacity in the ex-
isting infrastructure is used, e.g., underutilized resources
given by users such as the early SETI@home project [7]
and the use of users’ storage in Freenet [41].

In terms of availability, decentralized architectures
exhibit fewer correlated failures by virtue of being dis-
tributed. As an example the Cachet system [117] uses
a pool of untrusted peers as a storage back end of a
decentralized Online Social Network.
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3.2.3 Resilience Against Formidable Adversaries

Location Diversity. Decentralization provides proper-
ties that are inherently difficult to centralize, such as the
network location diversity needed for Tor bridges [56] to
bypass censorship both on the network and legal levels.
A number of designs take advantage of this, like Pub-
lius [163], in order to resist censorship, although cen-
sorship resistance itself is a separate field with many
centralized, as well as decentralized, solutions.

Survivability. Decentralized architectures can be de-
signed to survive catastrophic attempts to take them
down or inflict crippling damage, in a way that central-
ized systems cannot resist [176]. This property has been
used to build highly robust botnets using a peer-to-peer
architecture [134]. Although these bot-nets are decen-
tralized on the technical level, they of course maintain
central but covert command and control (C&C). Those
botnets have demonstrably been harder to take down
using conventional techniques, but are also vulnerable
to new threats that result from their decentralization,
such as poisoning and enumeration of nodes. A further
discussion of wider ‘Darknet’ survivability is provided
by Zhou et al. [97].

Separation of Development from Operations. De-
centralized architectures clearly separate the authorities
that provide public code – and that have no access to op-
erational data and secrets – and those that run the code.
Users and nodes, deploying software, can audit any such
open source code for integrity, and chose whether to de-
ploy it. The core development team maintains the code,
that is publicly visible and auditable, but upgrading is
up to independent relay operators. This model is fol-
lowed by both Tor and Bitcoin. As a result, attempts to
coerce the Tor development team can only have an in-
direct and possibly highly visible effect – rendering such
attempts less effective. Similarly in Ethereum, the ex-
ploitation of a vulnerability in the DAO smart-contract,
led to the core developers proposing a “hard fork”, and
this fork was voluntarily adopted by the majority of the
Ethereum mining node operators.

Publicly Verifiable Integrity. Due to the availability
of multiple independent authorities, decentralized sys-
tems can implement accountability mechanisms to pub-
licly verify integrity. Adversaries are disincentivised to
compromise nodes, by ensuring attacks have an observ-
able effect so that cheating can ideally be discovered
before it has a negative effect. Verifiable logs can be
used to help enable privacy as ensuring that actions are

transparent enables users to know what happened with
their data, as when Pulls et al. [125] use decentralization
to support transparent audits of personal data accesses.
Auditability is also a key feature of secure electronic
election systems such as the Helios system [1]. Such sys-
tems rely on the existence of multiple authorities in a
number of ways in e-voting: threshold cryptography is
used for parameter and ballot generation, with privacy
enforced via threshold decryption.

Insights.
– Real-world relationships of trust and authority are

personal, complex and localized, and rarely hierar-
chical or all-or-nothing. Decentralized systems offer
flexible trust models that can leverage those relation-
ships to support security and privacy properties.

– When it comes to high-availability and survivabil-
ity against powerful adversaries – particularly with
legal authority – decentralized designs are not just
best, but sometimes the only available option. De-
signs that allow operations to continue despite some
authorities being adversarial or not available, are
necessary to support these properties.

– Decentralization’s fundamental advantage in terms
of security stems from an attacker having to compro-
mise a set of independent authorities in order to dis-
rupt or weaken the security properties of a system.
Decentralized systems that do not offer this property
may be more fragile than centralized equivalents.

– Decentralized designs decouple development from
operations and have a multistakeholder governance
model, where node operators influence the entire
system based on the software configuration they
choose to deploy.

– Decentralized systems can leverage public account-
ability to detect and exclude compromised or misbe-
having authorities. Such accountability architectures
may be used instead of more complex or expensive
prevention techniques, but need to ensure that au-
diting will be effective and eventually acted upon.

– Leveraging spare resources of nodes allows decen-
tralized system to scale, and ease deployment. How-
ever, this by itself opens the door to high-churn and
cannot be a substitute for robust incentives to par-
ticipate as the system scales or nodes are asked to
take on real costs.
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3.3 How Does Decentralization Support
Privacy?

In this section we survey the privacy properties obtained
through mechanisms that are inherent to decentralized
architectures. We limit ourselves to the analysis of tech-
nical properties that may be obtained in decentralized
systems. We acknowledge that decentralized systems
may offer both greater user privacy and autonomous
control of the infrastructure. As such they are a possible
technological solution to the legally-binding, but often
technologically unenforced, demands from data protec-
tion laws [67, 136], that often are addressed involving a
central authority, the data controller [54]. How decen-
tralized systems relate to the law and business models
is out of the scope of this paper.

Confidentiality from Third Parties. Some designs
employ a decentralized architecture on the grounds that
the lack of centralized components, which have full ac-
cess to user data and can surveil their actions, would be
beneficial to confidentiality and unobservability. Such
systems may use threshold encryption [141] in order
to trade off information confidentiality and information
availability, such as the PASIS [176] architecture. This
scheme splits the data in n “shares” and distributes it
among peers in such a way that recovering m shares
allows one to recover the data, but having less pieces
provides no information. Similar solutions are provided
by POTSHARDS [148] or Plutus [87].

Confidentiality from Peers. In P2P architectures,
nodes must interact with other nodes, but they want
their communications or actions to remain confidential.
For example, nodes need to perform a joint computa-
tion, but do not trust each other nor a third party with
their data. In this case, decentralization enables them to
exchange encrypted data and obtain the sought after re-
sult without relying on any particular entity to preserve
their privacy. The P4P framework [60] is such a system,
in which further zero-knowledge proofs are integrated to
protect computations against malicious users. More re-
cent, blockchain-backed systems, such as Enigma [189]
rely more heavily on transparency to achieve this goal.
In terms of message-passing, systems that pass end-
to-end encrypted messages across untrusted federated
servers achieve peer confidentiality.

Anonymity. Due to the distribution of resources in
decentralized networks, it is expensive for one entity
to observe all actions in the network and track all ac-
tivities from a user. Many [70, 78, 100, 105, 113],

leverage this approach to provide anonymous com-
munication, although the precise properties provided
in terms of anonymity differ. Some decentralized sys-
tems fail to provide full anonymity but instead pro-
vide pseudonymity which is weaker [121], e.g. it al-
lows multiple anonymous actions to be linked, providing
weaker privacy, but enabling functionality such as de-
tecting returning users and reducing the complexity of
the system. For example, in Bitcoin every transaction is
linked to a pseudonym and stored in the blockchain.
This allows to trace money flows and avoid double-
spending; but on the downside if a pseudonym is ever
deanonymized (e.g. [21]), all actions from the person
would be revealed. A number of decentralized systems,
ranging from mix-nets [36, 45], to DC-nets [37], to
Tor [57], provide some degree of anonymity.

Deniability. Deniability enables a subject to safely and
believably deny having originated an action, so as to
shield her from responsibility associated to performing
such action. The fact that actions cannot be linked back
to a user (i.e. “unlinkability” [121]), equips users with
freedom to perform actions without fear of retaliation.
For instance, in Freenet [41] requests are hard to link to
their originator, thus users can freely search for infor-
mation without revealing their preferences.

Plausible deniability is crucial in facilitating anony-
mous and censorship-resistant publishing, and may be
implemented using cryptographic techniques allowing of
‘repudiation’. This was the motivation behind the orig-
inal Eternity service [8] and well-known designs such as
Publius [163]or Tangler [162].

Covertness. Some systems protect even the act of
participation of nodes in the decentralized network
from outside observers (“unobservability”[121] if the
items of interest is the existence of users). In addi-
tion to more well-known work like Tor pluggable trans-
ports [122], the Membership Concealing Overlay Net-
work (MCON) [157] leverages this to provide strong
forms of covertness. All nodes in MCON only have links
with trusted friends, and a complex overlay network is
jointly created that allows all nodes to communicate in-
directly with all nodes. As any node only connects to
other locally trusted peers, the system defends against
attempts to enumerate all users by malicious nodes.

Insights.
– The key bet of decentralized systems in terms of pri-

vacy is that a local adversary may not observe all
communications, data, or actions. However, global
adversaries are increasingly realistic. Thus decen-
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tralized systems that rely solely on dispersion of in-
formation to provide confidentiality are fragile.

– Decentralization can harm privacy: Distributing
trust and resource contribution to multiple author-
ities may provide adversarial nodes with extended
visibility of user data and network traffic. Thus,
naive decentralization designs may in fact create
more, not fewer, attack points to breach privacy.

– Decentralization alone cannot balance the needs for
privacy, integrity and availability. It is only com-
bined with the use of advanced cryptography that
decentralized architectures obtain those properties.
In particular, the reliance on others to perform ac-
tions, may naturally expose personal information to
other nodes without the use of cryptography. How-
ever, naive encryption alone may not be sufficient
to support the integrity of operations that are more
complex than end-to-end messaging.

– Decentralized networks can provide privacy proper-
ties like anonymity and even covertness. Yet, most
real-world decentralized systems do not use the ad-
vanced cryptography and traffic analysis resistance
necessary for that purpose as it increases design,
implementation, operations and coordination costs.

3.4 The Disadvantages of
Decentralization

Sadly, there is no free lunch in decentralization. While
decentralizing has many advantages, there is no guaran-
tee that the properties and features of centralized sys-
tems are maintained in the process. This section sum-
marizes problems emerging when decentralizing designs.
A further critique of decentralized systems, focusing on
personal data, is provided by Narayanan [115].

3.4.1 Increased Attack Surface

Decentralizing systems across different nodes inherently
augments the number of points (attack vectors) that an
adversary could use to launch an attack or to observe
the users’ traffic.

Internal Adversaries. In centralized systems, sys-
tem components can be monitored and evaluated by a
trusted entity to detect malicious insiders. In a decen-
tralized system it is easier to insert a malicious node
undetected. A number of such attacks have been doc-
umented against decentralized systems: the predeces-

sor attack [174, 175] uncovers communication partners
in many anonymous communication schemes [37, 57,
129, 150], or the Sybil attack which can be used to
bias reputation scores [59] or corrupt the information
exchanged in collaborative decentralized systems [82].
Furthermore, when messages are relayed through other
nodes, e.g., to gain anonymity, their content is exposed
to potential adversaries, as in Crowds [129] for Web
transactions or in Yacy [177] for searching information.

Traffic Analysis. Decentralization inherently implies
that information will traverse a network. Even in the
presence of encryption, metadata is available to exter-
nal adversaries. For instance, in anonymous commu-
nications networks it has been repeatedly shown that
both passive local [103] or (partially) global [84, 111],
as well as active adversaries [167], can reduce or break
anonymity by looking at traffic patterns.

Inconsistent Views. Decentralization typically im-
plies that nodes have a partial, thus non-consistent,
view of the network which can have an impact on in-
tegrity. These non-consistent views allow adversaries to
“cheat” without being detected. For instance, in Bit-
coin adversaries can perform double spending by forcing
non-consistency through fast operations [89], or eclipse
attacks [76] in which the adversary gains control over
all connections of a target node thus isolating her from
the rest of the network. Furthermore, the lack of global
information results in users not necessarily making the
optimal choices with respect to optimizing their privacy,
as studied both in the context of anonymous communi-
cations [55] and location privacy [71].

3.4.2 Cumbersome Management

An obvious problem of decentralization is that no entity
has a global vision of the system, and there is no cen-
tral authority to direct nodes in making optimal deci-
sions with regard to software updates, routing, or solv-
ing consensus. This makes the availability of a decen-
tralized network more difficult to maintain, a factor sig-
nificant enough to contribute in the failure of a system,
as pointed out by the Mojo Nation developers [168]. It
is very common that nodes in a decentralized system
have hugely varying capabilities (bandwidth, computa-
tion power, etc.) [69, 160], making super-nodes attrac-
tive targets [102]. Finally, decentralized systems need
to overcome the shortcomings of underlying technolo-
gies (such as NAT [98]), that favor the client-server
paradigm over peer-to-peer networking.
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Defense Difficulties. The lack of central management
hinders the establishment of effective protection mecha-
nisms. For instance, the non-consistent view of the net-
work not only enables attacks, but also hampers the
use of collaborative approaches to detect incorrect in-
formation [88]. Similarly, it becomes extremely difficult
to prevent Sybil attacks, and defenses must either lever-
age local information, for example defenses based on so-
cial networks [47, 181], or collaborative approaches that
combine information from several nodes [119].

Routing Difficulties. A straightforward consequence
of the lack of centralized control is an increased com-
plexity in routing. Nodes do not have an overview of
the network and its capabilities [149] and consequently
cannot globally optimize routing decisions [183], falling
back to inefficient flooding or gossiping methods in
mesh topologies. This is made harder by highly diverse
nodes [69], the existence of churn [11] and the reliance on
possibly malicious nodes [166]. Solutions to these prob-
lems include using complex routing algorithms to enable
secure and private discovery of nodes [100, 104, 108],
or avoiding the use of a centralized directory via next-
generation DHTs. The lack of centralized routing in-
formation in decentralized topologies also impacts per-
formance as it hinders the selection of optimal routes
or load balancing. We find two approaches to alleviate
this problem: using local estimations to improve perfor-
mance [4, 5, 152], or providing means for users to make
better decisions about routing individually [144]. The
latter is known to be prone to attacks [78, 110].

3.4.3 Lack of Reputation

Decentralization is also an obstacle to the implementa-
tion of accountability and reputation mechanisms. The
negative effect is amplified when privacy and anonymity
mechanisms are in place, as it becomes even more dif-
ficult to identify misbehaving nodes such as Sybils [79].
An effect of this lack of reputation is that nodes have
no incentive to behave correctly and can misbehave to
obtain advantages within the system (e.g., better per-
formance). This problem has been identified in many
settings such as P2P file sharing [184], multicast com-
munication [182], or reputation [79]. In particular, the
presence of churn, which make nodes short-lived and dif-
ficult to track over time, makes the establishment of rep-
utation to guarantee veracity a very challenging prob-
lem [127], even more if privacy has to be preserved [137].

Poor Incentives. Without reputation, reciprocity and
retaliation it is hard to establish incentive schemes for
nodes to not be selfish, in particular in a privacy pre-
serving manner. A solution to this problem is increas-
ing transparency of actions, e.g. by having witnesses
to report on malicious nodes in a privacy-preserving
manner [187]. However, the most popular approach is
the use of (anonymous) payments that incentivize good
and collaborative behavior that benefits all users in the
network [17, 38, 90]. In contrast, one example of nega-
tive reinforcement is the tit-for-tat strategy to encour-
age users to share blocks to incentivize sharing, as in
BitTorrent.

Insights.
– Decentralized designs may prevent conventional at-

tacks but also introduce new ones. Unless they are
carefully designed, they may expose personal infor-
mation to more, rather than fewer parties; and the
need to perform joint computation across many au-
thorities introduces threats to integrity.

– Decentralized systems are particularly susceptible
to traffic analysis, compared with centralized de-
signs, since their distributed operations are mediated
through networks and adversarial nodes that may
use meta-data to compromise privacy.

– Decentralized systems by nature require complex
management of routing, naming and consistent state
– due to the lack of a central coordinator. Con-
ventional defences against network attacks, like de-
nial of service, require centralization and cannot be
straightforwardly applied.

– Sybil attacks are the great unsolved problem of de-
centralized systems that allow open and dynamic
participation. Solutions based on social networks
rely on fragile social assumptions; admission con-
trol through identification or payment re-introduce
centralization. Proof-of-work defences increase the
cost of participation.

3.5 What Is Still Centralized in
Decentralized Designs?

Even when systems claim to be decentralized, usually
there are “hidden” centralized assumptions and parts of
the design that need to be centralized to operate cor-
rectly. These are often implicit.
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3.5.1 Centralization of Network Information &
Computations

In any decentralized system routing packets across the
network is a challenge for both operational and privacy
reasons. Typically routing can be divided in two main
task. The first task is how to find candidate nodes to
relay traffic, and second task is how to select among
these nodes. While as detailed in Sect. 3.1.2, there are
many decentralized algorithms to choose the route, ac-
tually finding candidate nodes is difficult, as highlighted
in Sect. 3.4.

Centralized Directories. A common solution for the
first problem is to assume that there exists a centralized
directory that knows all network members. The most
prominent example is the Domain Name System (DNS)
that resolves easy-to-remember domain names to asso-
ciated IP addresses in order to allow finding hosts in
the largest known decentralized system: the Internet.
Though distributed, this centralized service has serious
security implications, e.g. for privacy [109] or availabil-
ity [158], and thus several alternatives are being pro-
posed [161] and deployed [58]. Another example are Tor
Directory authorities [57] that provide Tor clients with
the full list of onion routers. These directories solve the
discovery problem but have become a bottleneck for the
scalability of the system [100]. How to decentralize these
authorities in an efficient, privacy-preserving manner is
an active area of research. Solutions are based on having
multiple copies of the publicly verifiable directory kept
consistent via consensus protocol and distributed via
gossiping, although it risks covertness; or to use friend-
of-a-friend discovery and routing [100, 106].

Path Selection. Once routing alternatives are known
the question remains: Which route to choose? Thus
typically, a centralized server is considered that can
“rank” routing options to allow for path optimiza-
tion with respect to adversaries [2, 12, 61, 86], perfor-
mance [143, 144, 159], or with respect to users’ repu-
tation [165]. Such a centralized ranking approach has
been shown to be vulnerable to attacks [14, 22]. Typ-
ically DHTs are the possible solution, although only a
few have the necessary security and privacy properties
for use in decentralized systems [46].

Distributed Computations.A number of decentral-
ized systems are designed with the assumption that
there is a central entity that performs computations on
the data collected by the nodes in the system. Paradig-
matic examples of this behavior are decentralized sensor

networks [34, 65, 188] where the challenge is to send
decentralized measurements to a “master” node, but
there exist other applications such as distributed net-
work monitoring for intrusion detection [126], anony-
mous surveys [80], or private statistics [63] in which,
even though nodes perform decentralized computations,
interaction with a central authority is needed to produce
the final result.

3.5.2 Trust Establishment

A challenge when decentralizing networks is to ensure
that nodes can be trusted to perform the actions they
are assigned or can authenticate themselves as the in-
tended receiver of a message. Often, to avoid dealing
with this problem, a common implicit centralized as-
sumption is that a set of trusted servers is assumed to
exist, such as in Dissent [173] or the Directory Author-
ities in Tor.

Decentralized trust establishment is still an open
problem, though some of the excitement around mining
in Bitcoin is precisely due to their attempt to avoid this
problem and so build a ‘trustless’ decentralized system.

Authentication. In general certificate infrastructures
are not decentralized, e.g., PKI. Therefore, some de-
centralized systems rely on centralized certification au-
thorities to authenticate nodes that can be used for
secure routing [33, 147], user authentication [29], or
to enrol users in the system in the context of anony-
mous credentials [16, 30, 31], a privacy-preserving alter-
native for authentication without requiring user iden-
tification. Such centralized authorities are simpler for
deployability or usability, but become a single point
of failure as pointed out by Lesueur et al. in [95].
They also introduce an imbalance of power unnatural
for decentralized environments since they allow a sin-
gle entity to revoke peers’ authentication credentials.
Many decentralized designs do not address authenti-
cation (e.g. [117, 142], see [120] for more details), al-
though work from TAOS [170] and SDSI [132] onwards
has been working in this direction [20]. Authentication is
useful to prevent Sybil attacks, and work on decentral-
ized and privacy-preserving authentication via thresh-
old cryptography is one promising solution [99], as is
the use of zero-knowledge systems for anonymous cre-
dentials [16].

Authorization. Assuming the existence of a central-
ized entity is also common when it comes to stor-
ing and enforcing authorization policies, as highlighted
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by numerous efforts to decentralize policy management
and enforcement from SDSI [132] to more recent sys-
tems [94, 96, 169]. OAuth was designed to be feder-
ated in terms of authorization, but in practice only a
few large providers use this standard [140]. So if an
adversary compromises a user’s single authentication
method such as a password, it can compromise them
across multiple decentralized systems. Work descend-
ing from SDSI [132] to limited-time authorization via
pseudonyms and blind signatures present one way for-
ward to decentralize authorization [99].

Abuse Prevention. As mentioned in Sect. 3.4 account-
ability is a challenge in decentralized systems. Hence,
existing abuse-prevention schemes end up relying on
centralized parties, often determining global reputa-
tion scores. Solutions based on blacklistable credentials
(anonymous credentials for which authorization can be
selectively revoked) use a centralized authority for en-
rollment [154, 155], or to store blacklists [85, 156]. Simi-
larly, identity escrow [23] or revocable anonymous com-
munication solutions [40], that allow for re-identification
of misbehaving users require a centralized party that
stores those identities. In practice, spam prevention in
federated email systems also uses centralized lists of
known spammers. Typically, these are built from pre-
existing trusted social networks, and only recently have
reputation systems such as AnonRep (based on homo-
morphic encryption and verified shuffles) allowed repu-
tation to be done in a privacy-preserving and decentral-
ized manner [185].

Payment Systems. In many applications of decen-
tralized services it could be desirable to count on a
payment system to reward peers for their contribu-
tions. While many alternatives have been presented in
the literature specifically aimed at peer to peer sys-
tems, e.g. [17, 32, 178], they inherently rely on a cen-
tralized authority that opens accounts (the bank) and
sometimes even on other authorities that can act as
“arbiters” in case of dispute [17], or on authorities
that record transactions to help taxation on the oper-
ations run in the system, even if the transactions are
anonymized [151]. Decentralized crypto-currencies can
help ameliorate this problem.

Trusted Developer Community. All decentralized
systems work by virtue of having the nodes communi-
cate via the same protocol. Thus, the actual software
can be a centralized point of failure if the protocol is
flawed. If the protocol is standardized or otherwise uni-
formly specified, the implementation of the protocol it-

self may be a failure. Furthermore, the developers them-
selves could be compromised. his danger is augmented
by the software monoculture prevalent in deployed sys-
tems, that results in a bug in a popular platform capable
of compromising a large set of authorities. One solution
is to apply the technique of forcing public transparency
and auditing of the integrity of the development process.
Open-source development, done in public repositories,
is increasingly required. Integrity is ensured via deter-
ministic builds [131] so that everybody can verify the
genuine binary, and the authority to run new versions
of the software remains in the hands of the operators.
This approach is already followed by Tor and increas-
ingly by Bitcoin, where the choice to deploy particular
open-source code is up to miners.

Insights.
– Many decentralized systems implicitly rely on cen-

tralized components to hold network information for
efficient routing or for establishing trust and defend-
ing against Sybil attacks.

– Essential user-facing infrastructure, from authenti-
cation to authorization is centralized even in decen-
tralized systems. Developing alternatives seems to
be an open problem, with no clear established de-
sign. For payments, Bitcoin has recently provided a
decentralized solution, but it suffers from a number
of scalability, privacy, and financial volatility prob-
lems.

– The developer community of a system is usually an
implicit centralized authority, making social attacks
on the developer community itself one of the largest
dangers to any decentralized system.

3.6 Systematization of Existing Designs

Table 1 presents a systematic analysis of decentralized
designs, clustered based on their principal goal. The
columns infrastructure, network topology, authority re-
lations, privacy properties, follow closely the definitions
of the previous subsections. We applied some level of
simplification to complex systems with multiple compo-
nents or multiple use-cases. The systematization focuses
on parts of the system relevant for its main use-case as
used in prototype or deployment.

Insights.
– Many systems that provide good coverage of privacy

properties and decentralization (usually via DHTs)
have not been widely deployed
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– Widely deployed systems either are user-
independent federated systems or user-based DHT-
based systems, both without advanced privacy prop-
erties.

– Hybrid and stratified systems such as Tor provide
provide advanced privacy properties at the cost of
centralized assumptions.

– The space of ad-hoc, mesh, and covert designs is
under-explored.

4 Future Research Lines

4.1 Address Decentralization’s
Shortcomings

To build the next generation of decentralized systems,
good will, slogans, and demands are not enough. What
is needed is a clear research plan. A number of de-
signs we review consider decentralization as a goal and
virtue in itself and do too little to address the inherent
challenge of maintaining privacy properties and deploy-
ment with high availability. In particular we studied in
Section 3.4 a number of those challenges: an increased
attack surface, with corrupt insiders; susceptibility to
peers violating privacy and vulnerability to traffic anal-
ysis, integrity and consistency attacks; expensive and
fragile routing; potential degradation in performance;
loss of central choke points to enforce security con-
trols; peer diversity and lack of incentives. These are
serious and real threats, and not acknowledging them
and confronting them head on leads to weak systems
that cannot credibly compete with centralized solutions.
This is demonstrated by the failure of Ethereum to
promptly address the DAO vulnerability [48]. Indeed,
decentralization in the style of early BitTorrent simply
ends up being an inefficient way to do redundancy and
availability without a centralized authority — and with
no credible privacy properties. Likewise, Bitcoin and
Ethereum provides this style of decentralization with
the addition of integrity but their simplistic account-
ability designs harms privacy. Therefore, more research
is required looking at systems such as Tor and Bitcoin
as platforms rather than purely as channels, including
understanding their interfaces, performance, quality of
service guarantees and the privacy properties as a whole
system in order to deliver better privacy properties.

Availability without centralization is a key promise
of decentralized systems, but often fails when the sys-
tem grows. The most important engineering challenge

of those reviewed is that decentralized systems often do
not scale and are inefficient in comparison to centralized
systems. In practice, in a world with limited resources
and investment, inefficient decentralization leads to a
failure of decentralization. This problematic dynamic
is built into decentralized designs: maintaining high-
integrity requires a majority to honestly participate in
decisions. Although one could point to Bitcoin as a suc-
cess, the larger Bitcoin network of miners grows the less
it scales, as all miners need to detect and verify new
blocks and transactions. Even worse, Ethereum smart
contracts are executed on each node in the network. In
both Bitcoin and Ethereum, as the number of nodes
grows, the system gets slower. Due to this unfortunate
design flaw, Bitcoin and Ethereum will face serious is-
sues when scaling without major design changes that ac-
countability as such does not address. We can be assured
the current generation of attempts to “re-decentralize”
the Internet will fail without more research on how to
scale efficiently.

Finally, there has to be a deeper acceptance that
even honest users and peers in decentralized systems will
have to be incentivised to participate and behave coop-
eratively. This is particularly true when stronger privacy
protections are implemented and reputation based on
repeated and iterated interactions cannot be leveraged.
In those cases standard platforms must be developed
to prevent Sybil attacks and establish privacy preserv-
ing reputation to curtail abuse; accounting and payment
mechanisms need to be devised to ensure that those that
do work are rewarded to sustain their operations. Sys-
tems that do not provide incentives for participation
in the infrastructure will fall foul of the tragedy of the
commons and will remain mere proofs of concepts.

Even with motivated users, human fallibility must
be addressed realistically. Decentralization advocates
desire of users to return to a ‘lost golden age’ of self-
hosting services, as in the ‘re-decentralize’ project [128].
However, the popularity of services like Facebook and
Gmail shows that most do not have the time or skills
to host decentralized nodes unless a powerful incentive
exists such as file-sharing. Worse, users may not be qual-
ified at protecting their own systems, when even most
skilled professional administrators cannot. Building suc-
cessful decentralized systems that do not betray the se-
curity and privacy of their users is hard, and entails
much more than tacking a blockchain or P2P network
to a pre-existing problem, but also has to take into ac-
count platform security and ease of user operations.
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4.2 Develop Design and Evaluation
Strategies

Systems that claim to be decentralized today simply
often use the adjective in an informal manner, result-
ing in decentralized “snake oil”, as is the case for some
blockchain-based start-ups. Unlike formal security defi-
nitions, information-theoretic definitions of anonymity,
and differential privacy, there are no coherent quanti-
tative metrics to characterize decentralization. Aside
from having a common definition of the privacy and
security properties, decentralization engineering also re-
quires the development of design strategies that measure
both decentralization and its effect on the properties
systematized earlier. More often than not, properties are
neglected, rarely mentioned or evaluated, including the
impact of decentralization and availability. Section 3.1,
for instance, illustrates the variety of options in this de-
sign space.

Beyond the impact of decentralization on availabil-
ity, a key missing piece is a systematic means for evalu-
ating the privacy and security properties provided by
a given decentralization system. As we evidence, de-
centralization can support privacy in many ways (Sec-
tion 3.3), as well as supporting other properties too
(Section 3.2). We observe that systems are often de-
signed with one particular privacy goal in mind, which
is frequently redefined to suit the design, and system
designers tend to resort to ad-hoc evaluation. A par-
ticular case in which a lack of systematic evaluation
has great impact in terms of understanding the pro-
tection provided by decentralized system is the case of
compound systems (i.e, systems that combine different
schemes to try to improve overall protection); or the
case where systems are deployed in environments with
different characteristics than those assumed in their de-
sign. In decentralized systems, it is not granted that the
protection of the whole is greater or equal than the sum
of the parts. In fact, the inverse may hold: combining
different decentralized systems with different assump-
tions may violate the properties each system guarantees
by itself. For example, while a user may assume using
BitTorrent over Tor provides anonymity for file-sharing,
in fact the reverse holds: Tor provides no anonymity to
UDP-based systems like BitTorrent, and users can even
be deanonymized by virtue of running BitTorrent [93].
In other words, systems to not exist in a vacuum. Their
analysis and evaluation needs to account for interactions
with their environment or other systems.

A similar trend is observed in terms of measur-
ing the severity of disadvantages introduced by decen-

tralization. Though, as we show in Section 3.4, many
weaknesses arise from decentralizing, few works evalu-
ate their implications, or do so in a design specific way
that is difficult to extrapolate to other systems. As a
result it is extremely difficult to compare systems and
find promising new directions. This slows the develop-
ment of robust decentralized systems by obscuring good
design decisions. For example, in many systems there is
a trade-off between privacy and availability.

Further work is also required to radically simplify
the deployment and management of “real-world” de-
centralized applications, either on larger platforms or
as stand-alone distributed systems. Deployability and
usable application life-cycle support is at the heart of
the current centralized cloud-based ‘dev-ops’ revolution,
and has made centralized app stores and Web applica-
tions as popular as they are. Yet, there are no equiva-
lent tools or technologies to facilitate the deployment,
management, and monitoring of decentralized systems,
let alone their continuous updates, application life-cycle
management, and telemetry. This gap negatively affects
developer’s productivity and makes the engineering and
maintenance of decentralized systems very expensive.
Building toolchains that support easy management –
without introducing any central control – is largely an
open research problem. Successful projects such as Tor
and Bitcoin have developed best practices and running
code in that space such as open-source development and
reproducible builds [131] to address security concerns
that may be generalized.

Key Research Questions for Decentralization.
– Are there generalized techniques to provide privacy

and integrity properties for decentralized systems
without damaging availability?

– Can we develop systematic techniques to evaluate
decentralized systems both in isolation and when
they are deployed in different environments?

– How can human users be incentivised to work in a
decentralized manner?

– How do real-world deployment of decentralization
lead to scalability challenges that change the desired
properties and defeat decentralization?

– Can we develop a mathematical metric to define de-
grees of decentralization?

In the next section we will provide provisional answers
to these questions to guide future research. These an-
swers will be based on the observations built in previous
sections.
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5 Conclusions: Towards Full
Decentralization

Availability, Privacy, and Integrity. Our analysis
points to some fundamental trade-off between availabil-
ity, privacy, and integrity in decentralized systems: A
good design for one is an unsafe design pattern for an-
other. Systems use a wide variety of infrastructure, net-
work topology, and authority relation choices (as sys-
tematized in Table 1). Three widely deployed decen-
tralized systems demonstrate a different set of design
goals. Bitcoin comes with high-integrity at the cost of
a public ledger with little privacy. Tor routers provide
high-privacy at the cost of no available or correct collec-
tive statistics to ensure the integrity of the entire sys-
tem. BitTorrent provides high availability in download-
ing files, but fails to provide privacy to its users against
powerful adversaries.

We believe it is not pre-ordained that there is a
trade-off between privacy, availability, and integrity in
decentralized systems by virtue of using advanced cryp-
tographic techniques. Unlike Bitcoin, Zerocash[18] com-
bines both privacy and integrity using zero-knowledge
proofs. Likewise, many academic systems, such as
Drac[44], tackle traffic analysis to defend privacy in a
P2P network. Simply put, advanced techniques for pro-
viding everything from dummy traffic for anonymity to
succinct zero-knowledge proofs are not yet part of the
toolbox for many decentralized system engineers.

Interdisciplinarity. Reviewing the literature reveals
that to build good secure privacy-preserving decentral-
ized systems, one needs:
– Expertise in building distributed systems, as decen-

tralized systems are by definition distributed.
– Knowledge of modern cryptography, as complex

cryptographic protocols are necessary to achieve si-
multaneously privacy, integrity and availability.

– An understanding of mechanism design, game the-
ory and sociology to motivate cooperation amongst
possibly selfish actors.

The focus on social incentive structures is usually left
out, and thus most decentralized systems do not gain
real-world wide deployment. In general, the involvement
of nodes in decentralized systems varies and this is usu-
ally mirrored in the power allowed to authorities, as
well as in inter-node relationships that reflect social be-
havior. Some designs assume centralized components,
for better availability and performance. Others push for

sheer decentralization, in pursuit of resilience to censor-
ship and network outages. Are these design choices often
social or political rather than technical? Most designs,
though, fall somewhere in the middle and generally im-
pose cryptographic techniques and rely on real-world
dynamics in order to defend against adversarial nodes.
Certainly, the way decentralization is achieved affects
the privacy of the users and thus their behavior. It falls
upon decentralized system designers to achieve satisfac-
tory performance and deployability, while taking into
account not just the technical but the necessary social
structure of the system.

Real-world Scalability. From our study of the liter-
ature, we have shown that a number of key functions
of decentralized systems often fall-back to centralized
models in practice for scalability, even when unneces-
sary. First, network directories, key management, and
naming often remain centralized. Thus, the there is a
need to design of collective high-integrity and re-usable
infrastructures to support directories, node discovery,
and key exchange. These mechanisms need to scale up
and remain decentralized, while not being open to cor-
ruption or inconsistencies.

Second, reputation and abuse control often require
either centralized entities, or building on pre-existing
social networks in user-based infrastructure. Even ad-
vanced privacy-preserving techniques, such as anony-
mous blacklisting, assume that centralized services will
issue and bind identities, and e-cash protocols rely on a
bank to issue coins and prevent double spending. More
work is required in establishing reputation in decentral-
ized systems and preventing abuse without resorting to
central points of control.

Third, it is important to make credible assumptions
about the platform security and computing environment
of end-users or other devices. It is too facile to heavily
rely on end-user systems keeping secret keys and data,
and ignore that they are often compromised. Achieving
perfect end-point security is an ambitious goal in and
of itself – and so needed but beyond the strict remit
of building secure decentralized systems. Decentralized
architectures that display or limit the effect of compro-
mises, and which may ‘heal’ and recover privacy prop-
erties following hacks, should be preferred to those that
fail catastrophically or silently under those conditions.

Defining Decentralization. In general, decentralized
systems are networks. Yet as shown by the difference
between network topologies for routing and the rela-
tionships of authority, a decentralized network is not
simply a single network, but multiple kinds of networks
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connected on different levels of abstraction. Worse, the
overly simplified models of decentralization presented in
many papers and research prototypes do not take into
account the changes produced by real-world usage into
account. As shown by BitTorrent, simple decentralized
networks tend to evolve from P2P into super-node sys-
tems. In general, as a system scales there is a tendency
towards distribution, but not decentralization, in order
to maintain efficiency. Using network science, one can
show simple models such as random graphs with basic
mechanism design such as preferential attachment scale
into small-world systems over time, and these systems
often simply transform into a federated client-server ar-
chitecture or a simple centralized distributed system.
In order to maintain decentralization as an emergent
property, it appears that advanced hybrid and stratified
system, e.g. Tor, are necessary to “unnaturally” main-
tain decentralization and the relevant privacy proper-
ties. Yet, the Tor network has many centralized techni-
cal (complete network information by directory author-
ities) and social assumptions (control by a core group of
developers). The key point of a real measure of decen-
tralization should be to take these more stratified de-
signs into account. An ideal decentralized system would
remove all centralized assumptions while maintaining
the needed security and privacy properties.

The ultimate bet of decentralized systems is still
open: is being vulnerable to a (possibly random) subset
of decentralized authorities better than being vulnerable
to a single centralized authority? Decentralization seems
to be the result of a breakdown in trust in centralized
institutions, but we do not yet understand how to build
decentralized social institutions to support decentral-
ized technical systems despite the promises of Bitcoin
to produce algorithmic monetary policy, or the promise
of Ethereum to support modern civilization with scripts
with dubious security properties. Decentralization is a
hard problem, but the fact that it is technically amend-
able to advanced techniques from distributed systems
and cryptography should indicate that the social ques-
tions at the heart of decentralization are not unsolvable.
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